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CHEM 111
First hour test page 1 of 5
September 27, 2007

Your full name (PLEASE PRINT) _______________________________
Your scheduled Tuesday quiz section (please circle)

B hr

E hr

Your scheduled Tuesday quiz instructor:__________________________
Make sure your test has FIVE pages---notify us immediately if it does not. Do NOT detach pages from the
staple. You may use a writing implement, hand-calculator, and your Periodic Table (unmarked, honor code) as
obtained in this course. NO scratch paper is permitted! As requested of the faculty by the Student Executive
Committee, students must sit in every other seat during the test. The PROPER METHOD (i.e., Problem Set 0)
must be shown clearly on all problems, and final answers must be expressed in appropriate form. Pay attention
to dimensions!! When blanks for answers are provided, write your answer to be graded in the blank---we
may not grade answers written in other locations! For the purposes of this test, represent hydronium ion as
H3O+ and not as H+(aq).

1. (7 pts) Please fill out the table below according to the method illustrated in P.S. 10.
how many π-bonds likely?
molec. shape?
e- pair shape?
central e- pairs
F
resonance? drawing correction?
(sketch and name)
(sketch & name)
to be arranged
formal charges?
F S F
F
around S,____

2. (8 pts) Use the "aufbau" and other knowledge you possess to give the actual array of electrons for the
following species:
A. Give SHORT-FORM ELECTRON CONFIG.
B. Give ELECTRON DOT PICTURE
82Pb

24Cr

______________________________________

+ _______________________________________

3. (8 pts) Define the following terms briefly and accurately ACCORDING TO YOUR LECTURE NOTES
(do NOT illustrate them).
(a) Brønsted acid: ________________________________________________________________
(b) Soft Lewis base: ______________________________________________________________
(c) Polarizability: _________________________________________________________________

(d) Electronegativity:________________________________________________________________
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4. (14 pts) Show by appropriate formula(s) what species are present after each of the following bulk substances
are mixed (individually) with water. Clearly distinguish between ions, molecules, and solids in the final
aqueous mixtures.
magnesium iodate

(NH4)HCO3

H2SO3

potassium dichromate

CH3PH2

[Cr(SCN)6]2(HPO4)3

Ru(OH)3

5. (25 pts) The following pairs of substances were first, as separate substances, mixed with water. Then the two
aqueous mixtures were combined with thorough stirring. For each pair:
(a) & (b) show by appropriate formula(s) what would be present in the separate mixtures;
and then
(c) deduce and write the balanced chemical equation for the reaction(s) which occur(s) when the two
mixtures are combined. If no reaction occurs upon mixing, write “NR” (No reaction!)
sodium monohydrogenphosphate and potassium hydroxide
(a)

(b)

(c)

sulfuric acid and silver chloride
(a)

(b)

(c)

5. (Continued—use same instructions as previous page)
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sodium sulfite and one equivalent of HBr
(a)

(b)

(c)
CrSO4 and 6 equivalents of sodium cyanide
(a)

(b)

(c)
Ba(OH)2 and NaHSO4
(a)

(b)

(c)

6. (6 pts) (a) 0.0030 g - 0.000008 g = __________________ (b) 24 kg + 76 kg = ______________________
(c) 273 m - 271 m = ________________________
7. (7 points) (a) The figure at right is a mass spectrum
for (circle one): C2H4O2 (acetic acid) or
CH2O2 (formic acid). (b) Briefly and grammatically
explain why.

(c) What is the source of the peak with 100% Rel.
Abundance?

(d) For a mixture analyzed by thin layer chromatography, the compound most strongly attracted to the
stationary phase will spend the ________ time adsorbed on the stationary phase and have the ________ Rf
value. (Circle one below.)
A. least, smallest

B. least, largest

C. most, largest

D. most, smallest

8. (16 pts) (a) The curve shown on the graph below concerns hypothetical gas phase atoms X. and .Y combining
to form gas phase covalently-bonded molecular X-Y. What you must do is draw a curve for hypothetical gas

4
phase ions Y2+ and X2- combining to form gas phase ionically-bonded (Y2+)(X2-) given the following
information: re (X-Y) = 2.50 Å; re (Y2+)(X2-) = 3.50 Å; IE1(X) = 1.20 x 102 kJ/mol; IE(X+) = 3.00 x 102 kJ/mol;
EA(X) = -1.50 x 102 kJ/mol; EA(X-) = 2.40 x 102 kJ/mol; IE(Y) = 1.00 x 102 kJ/mol;
IE(Y+) = 2.60 x 102 kJ/mol; EA(Y) = -0.90 x 102 kJ/mol; EA(Y-) = 3.50 x 102 kJ/mol;
ΔEcoul ≈ -1.60 x 103 kJ/mol. HINTS! Pay careful attention to the mathematical signs of the given information. If
you need ΔE∞, find it graphically; you will NOT succeed if you use the ΔE∞ equation from the first day of
class!

8. (Continued) (b) The species will prefer to be bonded (circle one) ionically or covalently? Use one or two
succinct, legible, grammatical sentences to explain your answer.

(c) The first EA of Y to make Y- is (circle one) favorable or unfavorable? Use one or two succinct, legible,
grammatical sentences to explain why the EA of Y- to make Y2- has the opposite mathematical sign compared
to the first EA.
-28 .

(d) Given a value of the constant “k” in the Coulomb’s law equation of 2.307 x 10 J m and given that by
definition 1 Å = 1 x 10-10 m, calculate ΔEcoul to three significant figures and express your answer in kJ/mol.

answer:___________________
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PLEDGE: I have neither given nor received any unacknowledged aid on this test.
Signed, ______________________________________

